VIDZEME CONCERT HALL „CĒSIS”

Vidzeme Concert Hall „Cēsis” is a unique multifunctional cultural centre of national and regional significance, located in Cēsis - one of the most picturesque towns of Latvia. Cēsis is known for its rich cultural traditions and benefits from a growing interest of cultural tourists. The concert hall aims at providing high quality cultural events to local and international audiences.

The Vidzeme Concert Hall „Cēsis” opens its doors in May 2014 and will propose a broad spectrum of artistic activities including music concerts of outstanding artists in various genres and scales, performances of drama theatre and classical/contemporary dance, film shows, exhibitions as well as a possibility to organise regional and international conferences, seminars and meetings.

The Concert Hall „Cēsis” offers a wide range of facilities including an acoustic concert hall with 800 seats, two chamber halls, one of them appropriate for films shows, premises for organising conferences and seminars as well as an an art gallery. There are rehearsal spaces and dressing rooms for artists available.

In order to broaden the array of cultural program, introduce to local audiences artists of international standing and latest trends on art scene, the Vidzemes Concert Hall „Cēsis” is looking fo collaboration with cultural operators abroad to create high quality music, theatre, dance, cinema or visual arts projects.
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